Parafoveal and optic disc vessel density in patients with obstructive sleep apnea syndrome: an optical coherence tomography angiography study.
To compare optic disc perfusion, radial peripapillary capillaries (RPC) and macular vascular density, between normal subjects and subjects with obstructive sleep apnea syndrome (OSAS) using spectral-domain OCT angiography (OCTA). Sixteen eyes of patients with mild OSAS, 17 eyes with moderate OSAS, 20 eyes with severe OSAS on polygraphy and 28 controls were evaluated with OCTA RT XR Avanti (AngioVue software, Optovue Inc., Fremont, CA). Optic nerve head (ONH), RPC and macular vessel density were measured. Clinical data, visual field parameters, and Spectral Domain OCT evaluation (retinal nerve fiber layer (RNFL) thickness and ganglion cell complex (GCC) thickness) were recorded for all patients. ONH vascular flow (p = 0,396), RPC vascular density (automatized data "whole" p = 0,913, "peripapillary" p = 0,539, and segmented analysis with a topographic grid) and macular vascular density (foveal p = 0,484, parafoveal p = 0,491) were not significantly different between the four groups. FDT-Matrix™ and Humphrey 24/2 mean deviation were significantly lower in eyes with severe OSAS and were correlated to the apnea-hypopnea index. Retinal nerve fiber layer (RNFL) thickness, Cup/Disc ratio, rim area, and ganglion cell complex (GCC) were not significantly modified. OCTA did not detect reduced ONH, RPC, neither macular blood vessel density in eyes with OSAS. The precise mechanisms that link OSAS with optic nerve pathologies remain unclear: our study was not able to demonstrate a vascular impact by OCTA examination.